
 

    Pokemon evolution                                                                         TUMA 
We all know pokemon “evolve” but did you know pokemon are based on real 
species? Using the latest taxonomic methods researchers from the USA and 
Japan have created a fully phylogeny of pokemon evolution. Come see which 
came first, ground pokemon or grass pokemon. Children can use their 
knowledge of pokemon to create their own trees, and learn about how 
scientists classify and study real species. They can also come face-to-face 
with some of the living animals that inspired their favorite monsters. If that is 
not enough we will be attaching lure modules to the pokestops in the biology 
department to attract as many wild pokemon as possible for further study. 
 

    Animals' Fifty Shades of Grey                                                   YAB 310 
Learn about the weird and wonderful world of sexual reproduction. Which 
species has dozens of sexes? Which animal holds the title for the longest 
“package”. Find out about spiders that tie down their mates and insects that 
literally sacrifice their lives in search of sex! For ages 16 and up. 
 

    Bug date                                                                  YAB 324 
Come and ask questions about secret life of invertebrate animals, and bring 
your own samples to be identified under the microscope! 
 

    We are tardigrades!                                                                     YAB 324  
Have fun while learning about the weird biology of these tiny creatures: 
where they live, how they feed and reproduce how they are able to survive 
Space travel… Activities are suitable to all ages. You also get to see live 
tardigrades! 
 

    See the unseen                                                                         C2 hallway  
Come see all the forms of microscopic life living under our noses, from 
human cells to yeast, bacteria and viruses.  
Viruses (C210.2); Yeast & mold (C211.2); Cells & bacteria (nano science 
centre: YN0.45.1); Flies (C213.1); Proteins (C223.2) 

 

    Citizen science and fungal species                                           YAB 312 
Come to small fungi exhibition. Sieniatlas (fungal atlas) project and some 
fungal species will be introduced. You can also bring your own specimens to 
be identified. 
 

    Test your species identification skills                                      YAB 312 
Come and try if you can identify all plants, fungal species, insects and 
mammals. 
 

    Stop Superbugs!                                          YAB 305 
Stop Superbugs -game, designed by Dr. Svenja Lohner, will help students to 
understand in a fun way how natural selection leads to predominance of 
certain traits in bacterial population, and how it correlates with the misuse of 
antibiotics which leads to increased probability of creation of antibiotic 
resistance bacteria.  We hope that after this game, students will form 
attitudes that will be maintained throughout life. We plan to start with 
general introduction about bacteria and how it gains resistance to antibiotics. 
Meanwhile, we will ask questions to enhance student engagement and 
promote critical thinking about antibiotic resistance. In this game, students 
will roll dice to model how bacteria respond to treatment by antibiotics, and 
find out what happens if treatment is stopped too early or misuse antibiotics. 
At the end, we will finish game by introducing superbugs’ prevention 
methods such phage therapy. 
 

      Human cooperation lecture                                                     YAB 303       
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